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ABSTRACT

Modern aircraft testing and training increasingly demand the use of multiple targets. A
novel method to meet this requirement is to use the new AN/MPS-39 Multiple Object
Tracking Radar (MOTR) with Vega Target Control System equipment. The AN/MPS-39
can be loosely described as the equivalent of ten AN/FPS-16 radars. This equivalency, due
largely to the AN/MPS-39’s phased array antenna, immediately suggests the controlling of
multiple target drones as an added capability to the radar’s basic and demonstrated
function as a precision metric instrument.

This paper demonstrates the adaptability of the AN/MPS-39 MOTR to the use of VTCS,
thus exploiting the AN/MPS-39’s inherent capability to control multiple target drones
simultaneously.

Key words: Multiple drone control, instrumentation radar, land-based aircraft tracking
range equipment.

INTRODUCTION

Target drones, used in various test and training scenarios, have been controlled routinely
for many years with the Vega Target Control System (VTCS), used in connection with
AN/FPS-16 instrumentation radars. This combination of one FPS-16 and associated VTCS



equipment provides reliable and economical precision control of a single target-drone
vehicle. However, modern testing and training increasingly demand multiple targets.

One solution to the control of multiple drones is the use of the AN/MPS-39 Multiple
Object Tracking Radar (MOTR). The first such unit is now in operation at the US Army’s
White Sands Missile Range. Other ranges are in the process of acquiring additional units.
Roughly the equivalent of ten AN/FPS-16 radars, the MOTR’s phased array radar is
obviously a candidate for controlling multiple target drones as an adjunct to the radar’s
basic purpose as a precision metric instrument.

AN/MPS-39 MULTIPLE OBJECT TRACKING RADAR

The MOTR is a precision instrumentation radar designed to support range safety, weapon
development, operational test and evaluation, and training exercises involving realistic
scenarios; i.e., missions having multiple participants. The first MOTR was delivered to the
US Army’s White Sands Missile Range (WSMR) in May, 1988 where it underwent
extensive field testing, culminating in final government acceptance in December of that
year. Additional MOTR units are being built by GE at its Moorestown, New Jersey
location for the US Air Force Eastern Space and Missile Center and WSMR. These will be
delivered in 1990. A photo of the radar is presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1. MOTR in Operation at the Army’s White Sands
Missile Range in New Mexico



 The IRIG is organic to the Range Commanders’ Council.*

MOTR’s transmission lens phased array antenna, mounted on an elevation over azimuth
pedestal, enables it to accurately track up to 10 targets while simultaneously processing
two surveillance beams. Accuracies equal to or better than 0.2-mil RMS angle and 1.0-yd
RMS range are specified while tracking a 20-dB or greater signal-to-noise ratio target. A
5.0-dB signal-to-noise ratio is required while tracking a 6-inch diameter sphere with a
1.0-µs pulse at 100 kyd range. The radar is mobile, and its design is based on Inter-Range
Instrumentation Group (IRIG)  timing, transponder, and frequency standards. Table I lists*

important MOTR system parameters.

Table I. MOTR System Parameters

Radar Frequency C-Band (5.4 to 5.9 GHz)

Antenna:
Directive Gain 45.9 dB
Beamwidth 1.05E
Scan Volume 60E cone plus cusps

Transmitter Power:
Peak 1.0 MW
Average 5.0 kW

Range 0.5 to 8192 kyd
Radar PRF (Selectable) 80, 160, 320, 640, 1280 Hz
Per Object PRF (Selectable) 20, 40, 80, 160, 320, 640, 1280 Hz
Pulsewidth (Selectable):

Non-Chirp 0.25, 0.5, 1.0 µs
Chirp (Expanded) 3.125, 12.5, 50 µs
Chirp (Compressed) 0.25 µs

Pedestal Servo:
Position Servo Rate-aided Type 2
Maximum Rate:

Azimuth 800 Mils/s
Elevation 300 mils/s

Maximum Acceleration 200 mils/s
Tracking Filters:

Coordinates Cartesian (XYZ)
Types Alpha-Beta, Alpha-Beta-Gamma
Bandwidth PRF/2 to 0.1 Hz



VEGA TARGET CONTROL SYSTEM

For over two decades, unmanned target drones have been controlled with various VTCS
configurations. The VTCS is a system that adapts radar pulse transmission in the
transponder mode (referred to as beacon mode) to a command and control data link.

With a basic radar operating in the skin-track mode, the single-pulse, or main-bang,
transmission and received target echo provide the raw data that permit angle and range
tracking. In the transponder mode, the VTCS employs pulse-position coding (PPC) by
adding pulses of meaningful relative position in front of the main bang to achieve an uplink
command format. This format changes structure with each pulse repetition interval (PRI)
so that data for each channel is updated sequentially on successive intervals and with
frequent recurrence.

Figure 2 illustrates the timing relationships between a two-pulse track format and two
command formats of four and five pulses, each relative to the main bang timing of a basic
radar. Here, the radar uplink pulses are represented by the taller pulses or pulse groups.
Note in each group that the last pulse is always the main bang; it is inserted by the radar
and maintains the same repetition interval irrespective of the format used.

Similarly, the downlink pulses, represented in Figure 2 as the shorter pulses, carry PPC
telemetry data. The first pulse in the downlink reply is the ranging pulse and is used by the
radar for tracking. Pulses that follow contain the data and pertinent identification. The
dashed lines indicate optional, additional pulses.

VTCS IMPLEMENTATION

The Vega Division of Compudyne has implemented the VTCS concept on many types of
radars, including a large number of relatively low-power cooperative radars of their own
manufacture. These encompass portable and small-shelter transportable or fixed-site
models. Most pertinent, however, is the application, beginning in the mid 1970s, of the
VTCS concept to several types of standard instrumentation radars. To accomplish this,
three functions had to be provided.

! A command unit was required having the complement of proportional and discrete
controls appropriate for the drone to be flown. An Interrogation Encoder must convert
these commands into radar trigger pulses conforming to the uplink PPC format.



Figure 2. Timing of PPC Formats Relative to Radar PRF Interval

! Second, a Data Demodulator must accept the downlink telemetry PPC format and
decode the data into individual signal levels suited to the meters and indicators of a data
display colocated with the command unit.

! Last, the radar target position data must be presented to the controller on a suitable
target position display.

Figure 3 is the embodiment of a VTCS interface unit that continues to be used with a
number of instrumentation radars. This small rack contains the uplink Interrogation
Encoder and the downlink Data Demodulator. The four interconnections shown are the
sole interface requirements with single-track radars.



Figure 3. Vega Radar Equipment Rack Interfaced with Instrumentation Radar for
PPC Command/Control Adaptation

The interface unit rack contains two other functions. A radiation monitor receives and
decodes the uplink transmissions as a confirmation of proper encoding. The rack also
contains a modem for remote operation with the drone control console. Figure 4 illustrates
a dual drone control console using two widely separated instrumentation radars, of which
the AN/FPS-16 is typical.

While conventional VTCS configurations are reliable and economical, the recent fielding
of AN/MPS-39 Multiple Object Tracking Radar (MOTR) presents some new and
intriguing options. The earlier developments that applied VTCS concepts to various
instrumentation radars facilitate the use of those concepts with MOTR. The remainder of
this paper demonstrates the adaptability of the AN/MPS-39 to the use of VTCS, thus
exploiting the MOTR’s ability to simultaneously control multiple target drones.



Figure 4. Two Instrumentation Radars Equipped for Dual Drone Control with
Interface Units Linked to Central Control Site Console

VTCS INTEGRATION WITH MOTR

Relevant MOTR Parameters/Characteristics

Tradeoffs must be addressed in synthesizing any combination MOTR/VTCS system.
MOTR parameters/characteristics that affect these trades include PRF, tracking range,
angle coverage, peak and average transmitter power, the existing command/control
interface, and the operational environment.

In non-Nth tracking mode, MOTR operates at overall system PRFs of 1280, 640, 320,
160, or 80 Hz. System PRF is an operator-selected resource that is shared among active
object files, normally with one file per target. This PRF or any of its binary submultiples,
to a lower limit of 20 Hz, can be assigned to each file. For example, if the system PRF
were set at 1280 Hz, then one object file could be operated at a PRF of 640 and two at
320, etc. For this discussion, it is important to note that system PRF, not object file PRF,



determines MOTR tracking range; that is, a system PRF of 1280 Hz dictates a nominal
maximum range of 128 kyd for all objects, a 640-Hz PRF results in a 256-kyd maximum
range, and so on. This nominal maximum range is further reduced by 17 kyd to facilitate
next-PRI system setup time, including receiver gain and frequency switching, beam
steering, etc.

To accomplish target-drone control, time is required by the uplink for command
transmission and by the downlink for the reception of target drone data. Representative
required uplink and downlink times are 150 and 200 µs respectively. For this case, the
total uplink/downlink time plus MOTR system setup time would reduce nominal tracking
ranges by a total of 61 kyd. For example, if system PRF were set at 640 Hz, then available
tracking range would be 256 - 61=195 kyd. These timing relationships are shown in
Figure 5.

Figure 5. Multiple Drone Control Timing

Of course, it is necessary to keep all controlled drones within the radar’s angle scan
coverage on a continuous basis. MOTR’s electronic angle scan coverage is a 60E diameter
cone plus cusps. For many scenarios, it is advantageous to position the array broadside at
an elevation angle of 18E. By so doing, the horizon azimuthal coverage is increased to 66E
without seriously detracting from elevation coverage. The result of this deployment is



shown in Figure 6. As a mission progresses, MOTR’s high performance pedestal
facilitates positioning the electronic scan coverage anywhere within the hemisphere.

Figure 6. Angle Scan Coverage

MOTR transmitter power, both peak and average, far exceeds drone control requirements.
The radar’s 1-MW peak power transmitter provides an uplink power density of
3.9 dBm/M  at a 500 kyd range. Considering average power, a common target drone2

control technique uses five 0.25-µs position coded pulses, which, if transmitted at the
highest MOTR system PRF of 1280 Hz, would use only 1.6 of MOTR’s available 5.0 kW
capacity.

The basic MOTR is equipped with a command control interface. This interface provides
windows of 200 µs each for sending coded information to each of as many as ten objects.
In preparing for transmission, MOTR sends a 201-µs pretrigger and an object file
identification to an external drone control subsystem. The external subsystem returns the
coded pulses for the proper object file in synchronism with the 201-µs pretrigger. MOTR
then transmits the coded string, concatenating the ranging pulse, to complete an uplink
command.

A sophisticated target drone control subsystem could be located at one end of the MOTR
electronics van where 800 contiguous cubic feet of space is available. There is also ample
spare technical and utility prime power in the van, and the environmental control unit is
sized to readily handle an additional load of this magnitude. The van electrical interface is
Electronic Industries Association Standard RS422-A.



A Hypothetical MOTR/VTCS System

Many different MOTR/VTCS combinations can be envisaged. To gain a better
understanding of the possible tradeoffs, one particular hypothetical system, capable of
controlling eight target drones is presented; then conceivable variations are discussed.

A block diagram of the hypothetical system is shown in Figure 7. The drone control
consoles (including VTCS encoder, demodulator, and appropriate logic circuitry) are the
only ground based equipment needed in addition to the MOTR hardware to complete the
system. (Current VTCS encoders and data demodulators are bus controlled, allowing them
to be smaller and more versatile.) The consoles are located in available space in the
MOTR van and use van electrical power.

Figure 7. MOTR/Target-Drone Control Equipment

For purposes of this paper, it is assumed that two drones can be flown effectively by one
operator-pilot. However, there is no reason to limit the number of drones that can be flown
from each console during times of low stress. Therefore, each single bay console could be
instrumented to fly up to ten. Furthermore, as many as ten consoles could be interfaced to
MOTR. Timing inputs from MOTR object files must be received by the processor serving
each controller position to ensure synchronous operation as each target is designated. This
feature permits drone responsibility to be passed from operator to operator during a
mission.



 This specific set is used as an example in this paper to enable discussion of system timing. In*

practice, some modification to this set would be required; e.g., system PRF and associated
circuitary.

As as example, consider the MOTR/VTCS system based on operation with multiple
transponder sets similar to the Vega Model AN/DKW-4(V)2.  Using this set, it is common*

to supply eight channels of uplink command data and process 14 channels of downlink
telemetry data. The uplink to each target drone consists of two channels of proportional
data (pitch and roll) and six channels of four discrete data values per channel for a total of
24 discrete functions. The downlink receives 12 channels of proportional data and two
channels of six discrete data values each. MOTR transmits one uplink channel and
receives one downlink channel per PRI. The uplink channels are transmitted sequentially
and the downlink channels are received sequentially at the target drone (object file) PRF
rate. This is illustrated in Figure 5.

A minor modification to the basic MOTR command control interface described above
would provide for transmitting 5-pulse uplink commands to the drone. The pretrigger is
changed to 150 µs. An RS422 electrical interface is provided at the MOTR signal
processor cabinet. In addition, the signal processor is augmented with a new RS422
interface to send range gate and ungated video downlink telemetry data to the drone
control consoles.

An accepted repetition rate for channel uplink commands is 10 Hz. For example,
proportional pitch is transmitted to each drone ten times per second. Telemetry data report
rate need not be as great — 5 Hz is sufficient. Depending on operating conditions, the
output repetition rate may be affected by necessary filtering. A 10-Hz rate uplink for eight
channels and a 5-Hz rate downlink for 14 channels dictates a minimum target drone
(object file) PRF of 80 Hz. MOTR can support an 80-Hz PRF for eight object files with a
system PRF of 1280 or 640. The advantage of 1280 Hz is that PRF resources are available
for other uses, but maximum range is limited to 67 kyd. At a system PRF of 640, all PRF
resources are required to fly the eight drones; however, maximum range increases by a
factor of three, to 195 kyd. System timing/range relationships for a 640-Hz system PRF,
while controlling eight drones, are shown in Figure 5.

As can be seen in the block diagram (Figure 7), an obvious advantage of this configuration
is that a new, costly interface with range data center is not required to support the drone
variant. MOTR normally receives designation data for ten objects (any one or all of which
could be drones); this data can, in turn, be passed on to the drone consoles. MOTR
provides uplink commands and accepts downlink telemetry data in designation mode as
well as track mode. This feature is important in low elevation, high multipath situations
where pointing data must be derived from an external source.



The MOTR data processor provides the target drone control console operators with
designation or track drone position data and other needed data (e.g., maps and drone
status) via commercially available Tektronix 4207 graphic displays identical to those used
on the MOTR operator consoles. The drone console operators, in turn, use a touchscreen
and a keypad to pass instructions to the MOTR data processor.

Variations

Many variations to this hypothetical system are possible. The drone control consoles can
be installed in a separate van or building located near MOTR. Any number of consoles up
to ten can be employed. By increasing system PRF to 1280 Hz, ten drones can be
controlled while maintaining 10-Hz uplink and 5-Hz downlink refresh rates. By dropping
channel refresh rates to 5.0 and 2.5 Hz respectively (while flying straight and level, for
example), ten drones can be flown at a system PRF of 640. Under these conditions, six
object files are operated at 80 Hz PRF and four at 40.

CONCLUSION

As shown, the MOTR’s parameters are compatible with the requirements of multiple
drone control; the VTCS command/control technique has a proven history of successful
operation with single-track radars. The MOTR/VTCS combination appears to provide a
total system that meets a realistic range requirement. As noted in the paper, command and
data requirements for a particular example were presented. Requirements for other
applications and operational scenarios would be traded off with system capabilities.


